At its meetings of September 9 and 18, 2013, the Committee on Standing

1. Approved a petitions for Late Withdrawal in the following course:
   • KMD 2002

2. Approved a request for a first extension to complete coursework for:
   • INF2011 Reading Course

3. Approved the following applications to the thesis option in the MI degree program:
   a. Milo Anderson
      Thesis title: *Bread or circuses: Parsing representative and representational democratic discourse on political blogs.*
      Supervisor: Brett R. Caraway
      Second Reader: Leslie Shade
   b. Alexander Dean Cybulski
      Thesis title: *Unmasking spy games: Analyzing the surveillant elements of Microsoft’s Xbox.*
      Supervisor: Leslie Shade
      Second Reader: David Phillips
   c. Lauren DiMonte
      Thesis title: *Building suspicion and registering distinctions: Experiments in critical making and biometrics.*
      Supervisor: Matt Ratto
      Second Reader: Leslie Shade
   d. Patrick MacInnis
      Supervisor: Leslie Shade
      Second Reader: Brett R. Caraway
   e. Sarah Roberts
      Thesis title: *Settlement services in Canada: a study of values and perspectives in the funding of information services for newcomers.*
      Supervisor: Leslie Shade
      Second Reader: Nadia Caidi
f. **R. Benjamin Walsh**  
   Thesis title: *Information out in the cold: exploring the information practice of homeless LGBTQ youth in Toronto.*  
   Supervisor: Jenna Hartel  
   Second Reader: Patrick Keilty

4. Approved to recommend to the School of Graduate Studies a second request for extension to complete coursework for:
   - INF2240
   - INF2010

5. Approved NOT to recommend to the School of Graduate Studies a second request for extension to complete coursework for:
   - INF 2165

6. Approved to recommend to the School of Graduate Studies a request to extend a leave of absence for a second year (2013-2014) for:
   - Master of Museum Studies degree program student

Respectfully submitted,

Lynne C. Howarth,
Chair, Committee on Standing, 2013-2014